Grade: 12

Subject: Chemistry 30

Unit: Organic Chemistry

Title: A Case Study - Improving Human Health
Drug Action – Isomer’s Evil Twin?
Rationale: Students will explore the nature of science with respect to organic molecules used
in biomedical research, and will consider the intended and unintended consequences of the
drug’s actions.
Background Information:
Research in the Derda Research Group at the University of Alberta is bridging synthetic
organic chemistry and genetically-encoded libraries (a technology for creating a large library
of small molecules used in medicinal chemistry) to solve fundamental problems in drug
discovery, cell biology, and diagnosis of disease.
Protein-carbohydrate interactions are the basis of cell-cell and cell-pathogen interaction. The
Derda Research Group pioneered a powerful approach for genetically-encoded discovery of
molecules that block or mimic protein-carbohydrate interactions.
This approach is used to identify molecules that can be used as inhibitors of unwanted
protein-carbohydrate interaction in drug-resistant tumors, new cancer immunotherapies, and
as improved molecular diagnostics for tuberculosis.
Once these molecules are identified, the nature of the isomer can be determined using X-Ray
crystallography.
Isomers will be investigated in this lesson.
Curriculum Connections
● 30–C1.2k identify and describe significant organic compounds in daily life,
demonstrating generalized knowledge of their origins and applications
● 30–C1.3k name and draw structural, condensed structural and line diagrams and
formulas, using International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
nomenclature guidelines, for saturated and unsaturated aliphatic (including cyclic)
and aromatic carbon compounds
● 30–C1.4k identify types of compounds from the hydroxyl, carboxyl, ester linkage and
halogen functional groups, given the structural formula
● 30–C1.5k define structural isomerism as compounds having the same molecular
formulas, but with different structural formulas, and relate the structures to variations
in the properties of the isomers
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● 30–C2.3sts explain how science and technology have both intended and unintended
consequences for humans and the environment
Lesson Objectives/Concepts
● Students will explore significant organic compounds used in biomedical research.
● Students will examine an organic molecule determined to be a protein inhibitor and
determine the molecular formula and structural diagram given the line diagram.
● Students will identify functional groups of the organic molecule provided.
● Students will investigate isomerism and relate the structures to intended and
unintended consequences.
Materials: Access to YouTube, student handouts.

Time: 1 class period.

Introduction (10 minutes)
1. Begin with the word, “Isomer”, and direct students to the etymology of the word (use
the online etymology dictionary). Discuss the meaning of the word - from
Greek isomeres "sharing equality, having equal parts or shares"
2. Show the Thalidomide Tragedy
Ask students to think through these questions while watching.
“Why do you think the Retro-report is entitled, “The Shadow of Thalidomide”?”
“How has drug research or testing changed because of this disaster?”
“What do you know about the drugs you or your family use?”
3. Explain that drug research today is far more rigorous and it all begins with careful
investigation of the organic chemistry of molecules. Students will investigate a small
molecule currently being used in the creation of an organic molecule library being
developed at the University of Alberta.
Activities/Procedure (50 minutes)
Pre-teaching, done in advance of this lesson
Ensure you have reviewed the intermolecular forces of London dispersion, dipole-dipole, and
hydrogen bonding before you begin this lesson. All molecules have London dispersion forces
which are temporary induced dipoles due to the movement of electrons in molecules. The
larger the molecules, the more significant the London forces. Molecules will only exhibit
dipole-dipole forces if they are polar molecules. Molecules will only exhibit hydrogen bonding
if the molecule contains a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to one of nitrogen, oxygen, or
fluorine.
Lesson
Students will be provided with a line diagram of a molecule currently being used in research.
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Students will analyze the molecule to determine the molecular formula, structural formula,
identify functional groups and their formulas, and predict intermolecular attractions.
If you are teaching IB or AP, you can encourage students to look for functional groups
containing nitrogen - amines and amides. This can also be used as extension material.
Amine:
Amide:

Students will look at isomerism with respect to drug development and research and research
the social and scientific issues.
Summary: Ask students to get into groups of four where each member studied a different
drug. Students take turns summarizing the intended and unintended consequences of the
researched drug action. As a societal perspective on overcoming challenges, show the
YouTube video, “Alvin Law – Surviving High School” which showcases a Canadian man
affected by thalidomide.
Assessment: Use the provided answers to assess student work.
Extensions/Connections: IB and AP chemistry - discuss the nature and structure of
stereoisomers. In pairs, ask students to research and discuss stereoisomers and then attempt
to draw the thalidomide isomers with the molecular model kits. Begin with the concept of
mirror images and how it is impossible to superimpose your hands on top of each other. They
are otherwise identical. This was the case with the active and inactive form of thalidomide.

Image: Wikimedia Commons,
https://goo.gl/yt2uQe
Thalidomide isomers are shown at right:
Image: Wikimedia Commons,
https://goo.gl/cfnD9V
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Answer Key
1. Determine the molecular formula for the molecule on the left (genetically encoded peptide).

Image: Derda Research Group

Molecular Formula: C16H24N5O7R3
2. Circle two functional groups found on the molecule. Complete the table below.

Functional Group Name

Functional Group Formula

carbonyl

CO

carboxyl

COO-
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Extension: Amine

NH2

Extension: Amide

CONH

3. What intermolecular forces will the functional groups have?
Functional Group Name

Type of Intermolecular force

carbonyl

London dispersion, dipole-dipole
All molecules have London dispersion forces as all molecules have
protons and electrons than attract other molecules protons and
electrons. Molecules that contain a carbonyl group will be polar and will
then have dipole-dipole forces.

carboxyl

London dispersion, dipole-dipole, hydrogen bonding
Molecules that have a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to an oxygen
will be able to hydrogen bond with other molecules.

Extension: amine

London dispersion, dipole-dipole, hydrogen bonding

Extension: amide

London dispersion, dipole-dipole, hydrogen bonding

4. Molecules will bond to proteins in an effort to inhibit that protein. The bonds will be either ionic
(charge attraction), or intermolecular. The part of the protein that a molecule will bond to is called a
“binding site” and is shown as the open space below. The molecule will “fit” in the open space of the
protein.
Based on this specific “binding site”, what type of bonding would you suggest would occur? Substantiate
your answer.
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Image: Molecular Biology of The Cell 4th Edition (2002)
Any NH2 group from the molecule will hydrogen bond to the any of the oxygen or nitrogen lone pairs in
the binding site (as long as the oxygen or nitrogen is covalently bonded to the hydrogen) as seen by one
example shown as the squiggly line above. The COO- group from the molecule will have a charge
attraction (ionic – positive to negative) to the NH2+ group. These are two possibilities.
5. Many organic molecules can form isomers. Drugs, such as thalidomide, can have intended and
unintended consequences. For one of the following drugs, research the structural formula, possible
isomers, describe the intended drug action, and explain if there are any unintended consequences as a
result of the development.
Molecule

Formula

quinine

nebivolol

Isomers

Drug action

Unintended actions

C20H24N2O2

quinine has
antimalarial
activity

quinidine has an
antiarrythmic
property

C22H25F2NO4

Nebivolol Disomer has
highly selectively
beta-1-blocking
effects,

L-isomers causes
vasodilatation
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ibuprofen

C13H18O2

S-ibuprofen is
active form

R-ibuprofen is
inactive

levomethorphan

C18H25NO

Levomethorpha
n is a potent
opioid analgesic

dextromethorphan is
a cough suppressant

6. The “Evil Twin” of thalidomide is now being used as an anticancer drug. Research how this isomer
acts and why it is now being used to battle cancer. How has this disaster affected the way research has
changed in the US and Canada?
Action of “Evil Twin” – According to the Dana – Farber Cancer Institute (http://goo.gl/2QICrK)
“researchers demonstrated that lenalidomide — a more powerful derivative of thalidomide — killed
multiple myeloma cells by disabling overactive switches called transcription factors that drive the cells'
excessive growth. Transcription factors are proteins that bind to genes and increase their activity, and
cancers are often driven by over activity of these molecular switches.”
Research Rigour: According to FDA Voice (http://goo.gl/Vmvi5)
“In response to the public uproar, in 1962 Congress enacted the Kefauver-Harris amendments to the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. Thanks to these new amendments, manufacturers had to prove
that a drug was not only safe, but also effective. Approvals had to be based on sound science.
Companies had to monitor safety reports that emerged post-market and adhere to good manufacturing
practices that would lead to consistently safe products. And there were new protections for patients.
The amendments not only benefited patients, they helped industry, raising scientific standards that
eventually ushered in today’s sophisticated, science-based life sciences industry.”
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